The following is the Provisional List of Register Numbers of successful candidates of the School of Distance Education B.Sc.(CCS) Degree Examination at the end of THIRD Year held in NOVEMBER 2015

PASSED IN FIRST CLASS (PART - I)
NIL

PASSED IN SECOND CLASS (PART - I)
NIL

PASSED IN THIRD CLASS (PART - I)
NIL

PASSED IN FIRST CLASS (PART - II)
NIL

PASSED IN SECOND CLASS (PART - II)
NIL

PASSED IN THIRD CLASS (PART - II)
NIL

PASSED IN THIRD YEAR WHOLE EXAM
10BS00199 10BS00522 11BS00027 11BS00325 11BS01045 12BS00543 12BS00970 13BS02091 13BS02110

MATHEMATICS
NIL

PHYSICS (THEORY AND PRACTICAL)
NIL

CHEMISTRY (THEORY AND PRACTICAL)
NIL

COMPUTER SCIENCE (THEORY AND PRACTICAL)
NIL

STATISTICS (THEORY AND PRACTICAL)
NIL

ECONOMICS (THEORY )
NIL

FOUNDATION COURSE - 2 (THEORY )
10BS00146 10BS00258 10BS00543 11BS00323 11BS00345 11BS00356 11BS00867 11BS00892 11BS00921
12BS00026 12BS00038 12BS00047 12BS00060 12BS00067 12BS00090 12BS00126 12BS00127 12BS00193
12BS00228 12BS00283 12BS00284 12BS00290 12BS00292 12BS00297 12BS00313 12BS00329 12BS00337
12BS00364 12BS00365 12BS00366 12BS00371 12BS00374 12BS00386 12BS00397 12BS00416 12BS00422
12BS00429 12BS00455 12BS00512 12BS00521 12BS00539 12BS00967 13BS01003 13BS01012 13BS01018
13BS01042 13BS02005 13BS02013 14BS02006 14BS02019 14BS02023 14BS02027 14BS02049 14BS02050
THE RESULTS OF THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NUMBERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED LATER
NIL

THE RESULTS OF THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NUMBERS ARE WITHHELD
NIL

NOTE:
1. The marks statements of the Candidates of the School of Distance Education will be despatched direct to the candidates to the addresses furnished in their Examination Applications, to those candidates who owes no dues to the School.
2. The requisitions from the candidates for re-valuation of their scripts shall be addressed to Deputy Registrar, School of Distance Education, Andhra University, Waltair and to reach him within a period of 30 (Thirty) days from the date of Publishing the results at the Office of the School of Distance Education, and they are required to put in their requisition accompanied by (i) A Demand Draft in favour of the Registrar, Andhra University, Waltair towards the prescribed re-valuation fee of Rs.1500/- (Rupees One thousand five hundred only) per each paper, and (ii) A specimen handwriting, unstamped two self addressed covers (iii) Xerax copy of marks statements.
3. The Candidates applying for the re-valuation of their valued answer scripts have to apply in prescribed format and requisite fee and send the same to office of the School of Distance Education. The result of the re-valuation will be communicated to the candidates directly. Such students are advised to apply for subsequent exams in case they wish to do so without waiting for revaluation results.
4. "DUPLICATE MARKS LISTS AND PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATES WILL NOT BE ISSUED WITHIN 30 (THIRTY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULTS".
5. "ANY COMPLAINT, REPRESENTATION, APPEAL, LEGAL SUIT FOR REDRESSAL OF EXAMINATION RELATED GRIEVANCE SHALL HAVE TO BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 90 (NINETY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULT".
6. THE REGISTERED CANDIDATES WHO WISH TO GET THE PHOTOCOPIES OF THEIR ANSWER SCRIPTS MAY DO SO, ON PAYMENT OF Rs. 800/- FOR EACH SCRIPT TO THE UNIVERSITY (BY WAY OF DD DRAWN IN FAVOUR OF THE REGISTRAR, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY PAYABLE AT VISAKHAPATNAM ON ANY NATIONALISED BANK), WITHIN 15 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULT (AS GIVEN AT THE END OF THIS RESULT SHEET) AND IF FURTHER THEY WISH TO GET REVALUED THOSE ANSWER SCRIPTS, THEY MAY DO SO WITHIN 5 (FIVE) DAYS. FOR THIS PURPOSE, THEY MAY APPLY IN WRITING TO THE DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION, AU, VSKP FURNISHING ALL THE REQUIRED PARTICULARS, NAME OF THE CANDIDATE, TITLE OF THE PAPER, YEAR OF DEGREE, i.e. I YEAR/II YEAR/III YEAR, DETAILS OF AMOUNT PAID @ RS. 800/- FOR EACH ANSWER SCRIPT THE CANDIDATES WISHES TO GET, i.e. DD NUMBER, DATE, AMOUNT, NAME OF THE BANK, ETC. ADDRESS FOR COMMUNICATION MENTIONING THEIR CONTACT PHONE NUMBER, ETC.

( BY ORDER )

Waltair
Date: -01-2016

Copies to
The Principal of the Colleges of the Examination centres of the School of Distance Education,
Copy to the Secretary to the Vice-Chancellor for favour of information
Copy to P.A. to the Registrar for favour of information.

PROF. L. D. SUDHAKARA BABU
DIRECTOR

JOINT REGISTRAR